
Not Your Mother’s 
Cloud
Best Practices for Enterprise Hybrid Cloud

From On-prem, Public clouds, Containers, Serverless and Beyond



Agenda

‣ Cloud computing trends  

‣ Recommendations and best practices for building 
hybrid clouds  

‣ End goal



Cloud utilization trends 
How enterprises are utilizing cloud computing 
to advance their developer and IT initiatives 



Trend 1 - Avg # of clouds used 
is growing - adding to cost/

complexity
Hybrid/multi-cloud usage is growing, causing 
increased headache around cost / complexity 



Growing use of multi / hybrid cloud

‣ 96% enterprises use cloud 
(public cloud adoption 
increased to 92% from 89%, 
private cloud do 75% from 72%  

‣ Organizations leverage almost 
5 clouds on avg   

‣ Serverless is the top-growing 
cloud service  

‣ Enteprise public cloud spend is 
significant and growing quickly

Companies are using almost 5 public and private  
clouds on average 

Gartner estimates the entire cloud business to be  
~$180B in 2018



Trend 2 - Cloud ‘optimization’ is the 
new challenge - not cloud adoption

Governance and automation are the top 
cloud challenges in CIO’s minds 



Top challenge around cloud consumption - Cost

‣ Significant wasted cloud spend 
makes optimizing cloud costs the 
top challenge for IT 

‣ Costs increase for two reasons 

‣ Jevons Paradox - Ease of 
access to technology and 
lower costs drive developers 
and administrators to 
consume more. Unit costs stay 
low, but total costs increase. 

‣ Resource sprawl - resources 
that are orphaned or over 
provisioned or unexpected 
line-items result in sprawl 

‣ Organizations reach a point of 
usage where either Repatriation or 
Resource Governance or both 
become important to save costs The Cloud Transformation Journey. Despite all the excitement, costs slowly and surely ramp 

up to wuthering heights. Post migration, cloud costs are the number one pain point.





Trend 3 - Kubernetes adoption 
is gaining momentum

As the de-facto container orchestration layer 
as organizations adopt cloud-native.



Kubernetes - the de-facto standard for container orchestration

‣ Over past 2 years Kubernetes has 
risen to the top as the #1 
orchestration framework for 
containers.  

‣ Two reasons - architecture 
designed to scale and a 
strong and thriving 
community 

‣ Introducing a new vocabulary of 
open source technologies that 
IT now needs to become familiar 
with. 

Kubernetes saw the fastest growth, almost 
doubling to reach 27% current adoption 
(36% projected adoption)



Skilled open source talent to manage Kubernetes++ is hard to 
find
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…and even harder to retain thus adversely impacting TTM



Trend 4 - Serverless is taking the 
lead as top-consumed cloud service

Top growing cloud service for 2018 and 
beyond



Serverless leads the chart as top-growing cloud service

‣ Enterprise adoption of 
serverless growing - for use 
cases with significant 
associated revenue and scale. 
Primary reason cited are cost 
efficiency, simplicity and 
scale. 

‣ Infinite scale with least effort 
is a key reason for enterprise 
serverless adoption 

‣ A trend is emerging where 
some developers are skipping 
containers and going straight 
to serverless (cites Redmonk). 
The trend is likely to continue 
as more organizations adopt 
cloud-native 

Source: RightScale state of the cloud report 2018

2018 serverless growth rate Source: Cloudability state of the cloud report 2018
2018



How should enterprises 
navigate? 



Summary Trends



Summarizing Trends

• Companies are using almost 5 public and private 
clouds on average 

• Kubernetes adoption is gaining momentum as 
the Cloud abstraction layer for container 
orchestration

• Cost optimization is the #1 pain point that IT 
leaders experience once cloud adoption is 
underway

• Serverless is the top dog in SaaS services 
consumed today, and growing 

Cost Complexity



Recommendations



Recommendation 1 
Get an early handle on cost strategy

Resource governance should not be an after-
thought but part of the cloud strategy



A tale of Two Options - Repatriation or Resource Governance

‣ Employ tools that enable 
Resource Governance 
early on. Before getting 
significantly deeper into 
cloud adoption . 

‣ Evaluate early on if a 
hybrid option would be 
best fit - consider labor 
and utilization as key 
factors.  

‣ Investigate in the right 
cloud management tools 
that offer visibility, waste 
management, resource 
governance 

The Cloud Transformation Journey. Despite all the excitement, costs slowly and surely ramp 
up to wuthering heights. Post migration, cloud costs are the number one pain point.



Recommendation 2 
Curb resource sprawl by focusing on 

automation - with the right tools
Invest in products that are API first, automation first. 



The right way to attack environment sprawl and avoid tool 
sprawl

‣ Invest in tooling that helps cover 
the broad spectrum (platforms/
clouds) - not just point solutions 
that excel at single platform/cloud.  

‣ Consider investing in a management 
solution that offers a reasonable 
abstraction layer to help simplify the 
diversity - with single API and self- 
service for developers.  

‣ Evaluate open source alternatives 
with strong community support. 
Good examples - Kubernetes as an 
abstraction layer for containers 
across clouds

A sprawl grown organically due to lack of strategy or inorganically 
via business M&A activity. 

Private Cloud Public Cloud 

Centrally Hosted and Managed

Delivered as SaaS

At Any Location or Infra 

With Single Unified UI

Private Cloud Public Cloud 
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Private Cloud Public Cloud 

Centrally Hosted and Managed

Delivered as SaaS

At Any Location or Infra 

With Single Unified UI
Specialized requirements - One tool per infra or cloud tier



Recommendation 3 
‘Future-proof’ your hybrid cloud 

deployment 
Standardize on products that support vms, containers and 

serverless - for your developer needs of today and tomorrow 



Future-proof your hybrid cloud deployment

‣Make sure that your hybrid 
cloud solution covers your 
present and future needs for 
infrastructure management. 

‣ Invest in a platform that covers 
vms, containers and serverless, 
and ideally provides a single 
pane management across all.  
‣ Consider open source 

alternatives to serverless - such 
as Fission.  

Google trends data comparing containerization vs server less



End Goal - ‘Value-adding’ consumption 
of ‘diverse’ cloud resources

Costs will grow at a steady low pace but so will business 
revenue - due to better TTV and productivity gains 



The equilibrium state of cloud consumption 

‣ An equilibrium / 
steady state where 
costs are growing at a 
stead and low pace 
and in line with the 
growth in 
organization’s 
revenue due to 
increased Time-to-
value and developer 
productivity gains  

Expenditure

Time-to-value
Revenue 
Productivity gains 
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